
6th Grade Beginner Band Bingo Choice Board 
 
Teacher:Parker Subject:6th grade beginner band 

GOOGLE CLASSROOM CODE: xk4fh4i 

STUDENT NAME:  

 
How to send these assignments:  Use google classroom, or send through remind, or email 
jparker@losid.net.   If you are having problems with any of these assignments contact me through remind 
or email and we will find a way :-) 

Download a free 
Metronome/Tuner app 
Take a screen shot and send to 
Mrs. Parker through remind or 
email jparker@losid.net 
If you able to do this, let me 
know for alternate assignment 
 
 

Take a pic of your band 
instrument, binder, and band 
books. 
 
Send through the ways listed 
above. 

Go to band website gallery and 
Upload a funny band meme or 
fun band picture from the school 
year.  Keep it appropriate!  
http://loneoakband.com/gallery/ 
If unable to get on website, send 
through the other ways listed 
above.. 

Tell me your top 3 memories of 
band this year :-)  
Can write it out, video, or record. 
Get creative :-) 
Send through remind, google 
classroom,or email 

Follow instructions for labeling 
“Drums of Conquest” 
Music will be attached to google 
classroom, emailed, sent 
through remind, or pick up hard 
copy from school. Screen shot 
back when completed. Or write 
answers on a seperate sheet of 
paper if unable to print out 
worksheet. 

Look up the history of your 
instrument and write a half page 
or more summary. Include 
interesting or unknown facts. 
Get creative :-)  use graphics or 
whatever.  

Send a link of a professional 
playing your instrument. 
 
You can post it or just type out 
the link.  Even take a screen 
shot and send that way. 
 
 

Complete a playing test to send 
either through google 
classroom, remind, or email. 
You can video or record.  
 
Stay tuned to remind and google 
classroom for the exact 
assignment. :-) 

Look up a Dallas Wind 
Symphony video or recording 
and write a summary of: 
-name of piece played 
-what you liked about it 
-anything else interesting 

Complete a playing test to send 
either through google 
classroom, remind, or email. 
You can video or record.  
 
Stay tuned to remind and google 
classroom for the exact 
assignment. :-) 

Complete a playing test to send 
either through google 
classroom, remind, or email. 
You can video or record.  
 
Stay tuned to remind and google 
classroom for the exact 
assignment. :-) 

Find a video on how to properly 
maintain and clean your 
instrument.  Either send link, 
screen shot link, or handwrite 
out link and send the above 
ways mentioned. 
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